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DISPENSING SYSTEM WITH INTEGRATED SOLVENT RECOVERY
WASHING SOLVENT RECYCLING SYSTEM
Over the years Inkmaker automatic dispensing system helped thousands of satisfied
customers world-wide.
Our no-nonsense dispensing solutions helped our customers to achieve amazing results,
with dramatic improvements in terms of efficiency, speed, reliability and economy.
Now, more than ever before, the need to further boost productivity and minimize
wastage, combined with an increased attention towards our planet's resources, has
moved us to create an even better solution: a marriage made in heaven between two
technologies that by themselves, have already proven their worth.
Now, all Inkmaker dispensing solutions can be combined with their very own
“Solvent Recovery System”, which will serve two main purposes:
•
•

Actively recycle, over and over again, the solvent used for the day to day
washing of the dispensing valves, thus making sure that no solvent is ever
wasted.
Recycle all used and dirty solvents from different production processes, thus
making Inkmaker dispensing solutions an even more economically sound
investment.
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DISPENSING SYSTEM WITH INTEGRATED SOLVENT RECOVERY
WASHING SOLVENT RECYCLING SYSTEM
Connection to any brand of
spectrophotometer
With the use of a spectrophotometer, the accuracy of the
required colour will be even
higher.

Increase safety
Our systems can run automatically, errors can be avoided and
the possibility of accidents is
drastically reduced.
Save manpower
Our solutions require only few
people thus minimizing human
errors.

Computer integrated manufacturing
Management and production need not
be separate; you can monitor and
organize your production directly from
your office!
Traceability according to ISO rules
Our software can generate reports as
per ISO standards and you can trace
any production record whenever there
is the need to do so.

Increase environmental protection
Our dispensing systems can eliminate or reduce to a
minimum any waste flowing into the environment. And now
that the level of environmental protection consciousness has
finally increased, with the combination of our solvent
recovery, we can further help you minimize your
environmental footprint!
Eliminate waste
With our combined solutions the volume of waste
generated will be nil or minimal. All left over
batches will be recycled into future productions and
with our solvent recovery, no more solvent will go to
waste!
Keep control of costs
To help the environment is to help yourself too!
All of the above will lead to huge savings which can
be channelled into other, more profitable projects.

ADVANTAGES

Flexibility on colours demand
With our unique system, all the colours
you need are available all the time.
Rationalize stock
From now on all you need to keep
in stock are the base colours.

Save space in the factory
With space saving, production
cost is lower and saved space
can be used more profitably.

TECHNICAL DATA
Dimensions (WxDxH)
950 x 650 x 1200 mm

Capability to offer just in time service to customer
Whichever formula you need is produced within
minutes.

Weight
100 / 115 kg

Higher consistency and reproducibility
Accurate and consistent products, all products will be
of the same colour without variations.

Containers
45 / 60 ltr
Operating Temperature
50 - 190 °C

